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Introduction 

A queue, or a waiting line, involves arriving items that wait to be served at the 

facility, which provides the service they seek. We call this facility “service station” 

or “station”. Arriving items are called “customers”. Suppose that the station is a 

check-out counter at a grocery store. A customer comes in to the queue (waiting line), 

waiting to be serviced, and after getting served, the customer subsequently leaves the 

counter. However, the terminology “customer” does not necessarily mean a human 

customer, it can be a packet of information, waiting in a buffer, to be transmitted to 

other places in a computer communication system. 

A queueing network is a system of service stations, each equipped with a queue, 

which are interconnected by channels. The numbers of customers in each station, 

i.e. the queue length, are represented by a multidimensional stochastic process. It is 

called the “queue length process”. The model of our interest is a queueing network 

which has a finite number N of stations with no bounds on the queue sizes. In this 

model, no distinction is made between the stochastic characteristics of the customers. 

If the sequences of stations visited by a customer is denoted by (A;);>1, the conditional 

probability law for A; has the following property: 

P{Aj41|Ax, Ao, wesey Ai} = P{Aj41|Ai}, for any z > 1. 

Of course, each A; is the number of a service station, that is A; € 1,2,....,N, or A; = 0 

to represent being in the exterior of the network. In each station, there is a server 

who provides customers in this station with services and the sever can serve only one 

customer at a time. Services are provided in the rule of first-come-first-serve. The 

times for completing serving each customer in the station are independent of each 

other and distributed according to the exponential law having a parameter which 

describes the efficiency of service of the station. Arrival times between customers 

from the exterior to a station are also independent of each other and follow the 
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exponential distribution. Service patterns of stations and arrival patterns to stations 

from the exterior are independent of each other. The queue length process of this 

system is a N dimensional Markov jump process. 

This model, known as a Jackson network, is well-known due to the interesting 

property of having a stationary distribution in ‘product’ form. It is widely used to 

model complex computer systems and data transmission systems. Even though a 

lot of work has been done on this model, many interesting and important features, 

especially of transient behavior, have not been investigated. For example, in a system 

with finite queues, the probability of the system starting from an empty state and 

going to a state in which at least one queue reaches a certain large number and the 

first passage time of this event are two of those. 

Recently, it has been reported in [3], [11], [15], and [23] that large deviation 

theory has been used as a tool to analyze the transient behavior of stochastic systems, 

especially communication networks and queueing networks. Even though it has been 

used widely in engineering research, the large deviation theory for queueing systems 

has not been fully established, yet. Therefore, applications of the large deviation 

theory depend on many conjectures. This thesis concerns the development of large 

deviation principles (LDP) for Jackson networks. 

Large deviation principles for a certain class of Markov processes have been well 

established by Wentzel [5] under carefully designed conditions by Wentzel [5]. How- 

ever, many interesting Markov processes do not belong to the class which Wentzel 

assumed. Their probability structures violate some of the conditions which are as- 

sumed by Wentzel. The queue length process of a Jackson network is one of them. 

The goal of this research is to establish large deviation principles for appropriate 

classes of queueing processes.



Chapter 1 will briefly introduce the large deviation theory and Wentzel’s result 

for a special class of Markov processes. In chapter 2, we will carefully specify the 

class of processes to be studied. The M/M/1 model ( the simplest model of Jackson 

network which has only one station) will be used to illustrate the main reason that 

we can not apply Wentzel’s result directly to Jackson networks. We will discuss the 

current research which are related to the large deviation theory for queueing networks 

and describe the Skorohod problem approach which will be developed in this study. 

We will sketch this approach in particular for M/M/1 queueing system. 

Chapter 3 will define a more general class of Jackson networks for which a Sko- 

rohod problem approach can be used. The Skorohod problem with oblique reflexion 

boundary will be explained in a general setting. We will develop the Skorohod prob- 

lem representation for our class of systems. This allows us to obtain the LDP for 

queueing processes of our class by applying the “contraction principle” of general 

large deviation theory together with Wentzel’s result for Markov processes. 

In Chapter 4, we will show that the LDP obtained in our approach is the same as 

that of Dupuis [6], which was developed with a completely different approach. The 

Skorohod problem approach that we present in this thesis does not work in a more 

general class of Jackson networks. The reason for this will be explained.



Chapter 1. Large Deviation Principles of Markov Processes 

In this chapter we shall consider theorems on the asymptotics of probabilities of 

large deviations for Markov (random) processes. 

1.1 Introduction to Large Deviations. 

In this section, we introduce the general large deviation theory on a set of measures 

briefly; | 

Let X be a metric space. 

DEFINITION 1.1. A parameterized family of probability measures, {P‘}, on X is said 

to obey the large deviation principle with the rate function I(.) if there is a function 

I(.) from X to [0, co] satisfying: 

(1) I(.) is lower semicontinuous. 

(2) For each c < 00, the set {x: I(.)< c} is a compact set in X. 

(3) For each closed set F C X, 

lim sup,_,) elogP*(F’) < —infzer I(z). 

(4) For each open set GC X, 

lim inf,» elogP*(G) > —infeec I(z). 

It follows that if A is a Borel subset of X such that infzcgol(x) = infeegl(z) = 

infecacI(z), then lim,oelogP*(A) = —infeeal(z). In other words, 

P*(A) ~ exp[—(1/e) inf I(2)], 

up to logarithmic equivalence. It tells that unless A contains an element z, such 

that I(z,) = 0, P*(A) converges to 0 exponentially fast at the rate which I(-) and A 

determine. 

In the following, we consider a set of probability measures, {P‘} as an example, 

which will converge weakly to a probability measure which degenerate at some point 
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Zp in X, as e > 0. 

EXAMPLE 1.2. 

Xi, Xz, ...., Xn are n independent random variables which have a common normal 

distribution with E(X;) = 0, Var(X;) = 1. Let P, = Po (22)-3, Sn=)oiny Ai. By 

the law of large numbers, Sa — 0 in probability. Therefore, P,, converges to 59 weakly, 

where do is a dirac delta function at x=0. And P,(A) = Jz f exp[—"&]dz converges 

to 0 exponentially fast if 0 is not in A and the decreasing tate is dependent on A. 

In fact, one can easily check that {P,} obey the large deviation principle with rate 

function: 

I(x) = = 

That is, limy+sootlogP,(A) = —in feca® for any interval, A. This implies that 

P,,(A) © exp(—n infzea =). 

The first general limit theorems for probabilities of sums of independent random 

variables as Example 1.2 are contained in Cramer’s paper [4]. The rate function for 

probabilities of sums of independent random variables can be formulated in terms 

of the Legendre transformations of some convex functions connected with the ex- 

ponential moments of the random variables under the assumption that exponential 

moments are finite. 

Before starting the next section, we define notations and metrics on the spaces 

which we consider later on. 

NOTATION. 

Let a € R’. 

[lo] |] = supier,..-lal. 

al] = y/ dose, H- 
a > 0 means that a; > 0, Vi=1,--- ,r. 

a > 0 means that a; > 0, Vi=1,--- yr.



The inner product of z and y is denoted by (z, y). 

Let G be a set. 

G° denotes the interior of G. 

G* denotes the closure of G. 

For a positive scalar c, cG = {cz: x € G}. 

Let A be a matrix. 

A; denotes the i** column of the matrix A. 

A? denotes the i** row of the matrix A. 

A? is the transpose of A. 

Let pr be the uniform metric on F’[0,T] = {f : [0,T] — R’}, ie. if f and g are 

in F’(0,T] = {f :[0,T] — R’}, 

pr(f,g) = sup |||f(t) — g(4)|Il- 
t€[0,7] 

Let JT be a positive real number. 

D™[0, 7] is a space of right continuous function z(.): [0,7] — R’, which has left 

limits at all ¢ € [0,7]. 

D*(+)[0, 7] is a space of nondecreasing, right continuous function 2(.): [0,7] > 

R’, which has left limits at all ¢ € [0, 7). 

Di +10, T] is a space of nonnegative, right continuous function z(.): [0,7] — R’, 

which has left limits at all ¢ € [0, T]. 

1.2 Legendre Transformation. 

The Legendre transformation is important in formulating LDP of Markov pro- 

cesses because the family of Markov processes we are going to consider can be viewed 

as generalizations of the scheme of summing independent random variables; the con- 

structions used in the study of large deviations for Markov processes generalize con- 

structions encountered in the study of sums of independent terms. Therefore, Legen- 
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dre transformation turns out to be essential in our study. We consider this transfor- 

mation and its application to families of measures in finite-dimensional spaces. 

Let H(a) be a function of an r—dimensional real vector, assuming its values in 

(—co, oo] and not identically equal to +00. Suppose that H(a) is a convex and lower 

semicontinuous function on R’. L(f) is said to be the Legendre transformation of 

H(.) at BE Rr if 

L(8) = supaenr|(a, 8) — H(a)], BE FR’. (1.1) 

We will review a number of properties of the Legendre transformation below. A 

thorough treatment of these and other properties of the Legendre transformation can 

be found in Rockafellar (24). 

First, L(.) is also a convex and lower semicontinuous function, assuming values 

in (—oo, +00] and not identically equal to co. The inverse of the Legendre transfor- 

mation is itself: 

H(a) = supgerr{(a, 8) — L(8)], a€ RP. (1.2) 

The functions L and H coupled by relations (1.1) and (1.2) are said to be conju- 

gate. If H(0) =0, then by (1.1), L(8) > (0,8) — H(0) = 0 for all @. Therefore, 

if H(0) = 0, then L(f) > 0, for all £. (1.3) 

It turns out that L(G) — oo as ||6|| — oo if and only if H(a) < oo in some 

neighborhood of a = 0. For functions H, LZ which are analytic, we can find the 

solutions a = a() to the equations VH(a) = § for each 8 and L(@) is determined 

from the formula 

L(B) = (a(8), 8) — H(a(8)). (1.4) 

Moreover, we have a(f8) = VIL(f). If one of the functions conjugate to each 

other is more than twice continuously differentiable, and the Jacobian matrices are 
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positive definite everywhere, then the other function has same the smoothness and 

the Jacobian matrices at corresponding points in the relation of (1.4) are inverses of 

each other: 

(Fe) = Gage (alnr. (1.5) 

1.3 Markov Processes and Their Generators. 

As we mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the rate function for prob- 

abilities of sums of independent random variables can be formulated in terms of the 

Legendre transformations of some convex functions connected with the exponential 

moments of the random variables. The role which the exponential moments play in 

the case of sums of variables belongs to (infintesimal) generators of Markov processes. 

The following is the definition of the generator. 

Let Y(t) be a time homogeneous Markov process in R” with a set of transition 

function,{ P, +}, 

Pe2(-) = Pr[Y(t) €-| Y(0) = ez]. 

In this study, we specifically look at Markov jump processes whose infinitesimal 

generator has the following form. 

As(a)= [ [f(@+8)— Fla)|ue( dB), (1.6) 
Rr —{0} 

where ji, is a measure on R” — {0} such that 

J 18d) < oo. 
Rr —{0} 

It follows from this that Y‘(t) = ¢Y(t/e) (throughout this research, we use this 

rescaling method.) has the following generator. 

Afte)=et [fle +68)— fle nelaa) (1.7) 
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1.4 Rate Functions of Markov Processes. 

Let 

H(z,a)= [leer a;8;) — 1}e(dP). (1.8) 
i=l 

Wentzel [30] points out that, in general, for a parameterized family of Markov pro- 

cesses with generators A‘, the appropriate H(-,-) is described by A‘exp(S i_, aiz;) 

= €71H(z, ea) exp(>°;_, ait:) (see Chapter 5 in Freidlin and Wentzel [12]). 

Notice that H is a convex and analytic function with respect to a and H(z,0) = 0. 

For each z, let H(z,a) be the function in (1.8) and L(2, 8) is the Legendre 

transformation of H(z, a) in the second variable. Now, let’s define the most important 

functional in this study; 

T 

Ior(2,4) = [ L(o(t), ¢'(#))aet, (1.9) 

if @ is a r-dimensional absolutely continuous function , its integral is convergent, and 

¢(0) = zx. Otherwise, it is equal to oo. 

In order that Jio.7}(z, ¢) be the rate function for the family of the rescaled processes 

{Y*(t), PS}, it is necessary to impose some restriction on this family. We formulate 

them in terms of the functions H and L. 

(1.10 ) There is a function H(a) which is everywhere a finite nonnegative convex 

function with H(0) = 0 and H(z,a) < H(a) for all z, a. 

(1.11) For any R > 0, there exist M,m > 0 such that L(z, 8) < M, ||VL(2, B)|| < 

M, Dis (aaa (2, Bere; >m >>, c;? for all z,c € R" and all £, ||S|| < BR. 

(1.12) 

  

L(z', B) ~ Lz, B) SUP|z—2'|<5 SUDB 1+ L(z,8) —-0 aséi—Q0. 

We can summarize the previous discussion with the following theorem and it 

provides the foundation of the general scheme of this study; 

THEOREM 1.3 [WeNTZEL]. Suppose that the function H(z,a) and L(z,() satisfy the 

conditions (1.10) - (1.12) and the function Ij9.7(z,¢) defined by the formula (1.9). 
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Then Iio.17(z,¢) is the rate function for the family of rescaled processes (Y(t), Pz) 

on D(0,T] when D*(0,T] is equipped with the topology generated by the uniform 

metric pr. That 1s, 

(1.13) For each c < oo, the set Usea{¢ : Jjo,7(2,¢) < c} is a compact set in 

D*[0,7] for any compact set AC R’, for all0 <T < ow. 

(1.14) For each closed set F c D*(0,T], 

lim sup elogP[Y‘(.) € F|Y*(0) = z] < - inf Jor(z, @). 
e—0 

(1.15) For each open set G C D*(0,T], 

im inf elogP[Y“(.) € GIY"(0) = x] > ~ inf Tho,7\(, ¢). 

The proof of this theorem is given in Wentzel [30]. 

Remark: This result holds for a more general class of Markov processes which allows 

diffusion as well as random jumps. However, since we focus on Markov jump processes, 

we simply this result for our own purpose. 

If there exists the rate function, Jjo,7)(z,¢), the family of rescaled processes 

{Y*(t), Ps ,} are said to obey a large deviation principle with rate function, Ijo,7).(For 

convenience, we may say “LDP of the process Y”.) It implies that if B C D’[0,T] and 

infgepoljo,7y(z, $) = infgenelio,ry(z, ¢), then P[Y*(.) € BJY*(0) = z] = exp[—+infyes 

Ior(2,4)), (UTLE). | 
Moreover, if there exists a unique ¢* in B such that Ijo.7(z, ¢*)=infyez Jjo,7)(z, $), 

PIY*(.) € BIY*(0) =z] = P[¥*(.) € os|¥*(0) = a], 

where ¢; is an arbitrary small tube, containing ¢*, i.e. d= {@: p(¢, d*) < 5} for an 

arbitrary small positive 6. In this sense, we call ¢~ “the most likely trajectory” of the 

event B. 

Many interesting processes do not fit into the class of Markov processes for which 

this general theory has been developed. The queue length process in a queueing 
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system, especially a Jackson networks as considered in this study, is one of them. 

The main goal of this research is to find the LDP’s of queue length processes of 

Jackson networks. 

Our basic approach will be to find a Markov process which satisfies the conditions 

(1.10)-(1.12) under Y*(t) = eY(t/e) and a continuous mapping through which we can 

transform the process into the process of our interest. Then we will push the LDP of 

the original process through this map to get the LDP of the process of our interest. 

The following theorem is the main vehicle of “pushing through” usually called the 

“contraction principle”. 

THEOREM 1.4. X is a metric space. {P*‘} satisfies the large deviation principle with 

a rate function I(.). 6 is a continuous map from X — Y where Y is another metric 

space. If we define Q* = P*@-', then {Q‘} satisfies the large deviation principle with 

a rate function J(.), defined by J(y) = infz.¢(2)=y/(z) (the minimum over the empty 

set is set to be equal to oo). 

Remark: The proof can be found in Theorem 3.1 in [12]. 

1.5 The Birth and Death Process. 

The birth and death process is an important example to which Theorem 1.3 does 

apply. In this section we will determine its rate function as given by (1.9). 

The birth-death process X(t) is the time homogeneous Markov jump process on 

the integer state space with jump rates A,, A2 > 0: 

Arh + o(h), juitl 
. Ah + o(h), p=t—] 

P[X(h) = 3|X(0) = i] = 1 Loh + o(h) ; =2 

0, 0.W.. 

The rescaled process X*(t) = eX(4) has small time increment probability related to 

those of X as follows: 

P*(B) = P[X*(t +h) € BIX*(t) =] 
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= P[ex(**) € BleX(=) =2] 
t+h, By t, 2 = ye =lX(-) == P[X() € =|x(2) = =) 
h,_ B x 

= P[X(—) € —|X(0) = —] (1.16) € € € 

It follows that the infinitesimal generator,A‘, of X‘(t) is given by 

BLA X+(A)) = F(X"(0)IX"(0) = 2] 
h 

=[f(2 + €) — Fl2))a(=) + [F@ — 6) — Fl2)Pa(2)- 
Thus A‘f(z) has the form ,defined in (1.7), ie., | 

A‘f(a) =e | [ple +B) - Hle]a(dd), 
where (1) = A; and p(—1) = A2. In order to check that (1.3) applies to this simple 

  A‘ f(z) =limy,., 

Markov jump process, we need to verify (1.10)-(1.12) for the associate L and H. The 

definition (1.8) of H(.) in this example, 

(2,2) = f (eep(a8) ~ 1)m(a8) 
=A; (exp(a) — 1) + A2(exp(—a) — 1). (1.17) 

On may readily calculate that 

L(z,B) = Blog@ + VESTA — JB + Ade +1 +2; (1.18) 

see Freidlin and Wentzel [12]. Notice that H does not depend on z and neither does 

L and L(z, A; — 42) = 0. Conditions (1.10), and (1.12) are trivially satisfied. Since 

L is analytic and independent of z, there exist M, m > 0 such that L(z,8) < M, 

|V L(x, B)|| < M for all 6, |@| < R. Since 

(CH 

Oa? 

By (1.5), (1.11) is satisfied. Therefore, Ijo,7(¢), defined in (1.9), is the rate function 

  )(z, a) = Ayexp(a) + Arexp(—a) > 0, Va. 

of the large deviation principle for the birth and death process. In particular when 

x = 0, for appropriate sets of trajectories G C D[0,T], the LDP for X*(.) says that 

1. 
P[X*(.) € GIX*(0) = 2] = exp[—~ inf To,r(z,)], a8 € 0, 
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where Jjo,7)(z,@) measures the deviation of ¢ from the limiting process z(t) = (A; — 

r2)t which is the solution to the equation Ijo,7)(0,¢) = 0, in a sense which is appro- 

priate for calculating estimates of P[X* ~ ¢$(.)]. 
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Chapter 2. Queueing Processes 

2.1 Formulation. 

As we briefly discussed in the introduction, the queueing network is a system of 

N service stations equipped with queues which are interconnected through channels. 

We are interested in a special type of Jackson network: in which there is exactly one 

channel out of any station and one channel connects one station or the (network) 

exterior to one station or the exterior. Obviously, there is no channel which connects 

the exterior to the exterior. We can label the stations 1 through N so that if there is a 

sequence of channels from i station to j station, then 1 < j. This assumption implies 

that there is no feedback in the system. This describes the topological structure of 

this system. 

Regarding the probability structure of this system, we will assume that the service 

times at each station and interarrival times between customers from the exterior to 

stations are independent and exponentially distributed with parameters that are fixed 

and do not depend on the status of the system. We will refer to such queueing systems 

as “One Channel from One Station” (OCOS) systems. Let X*(t) denote the number 

of customers in the 7*" station at time t and X(t)=(X1(t), --- ,X%(t))?. We call it 

the queue length process of this system. 

Define 

Z = { integers}, 

Zn = {1,2,--- , N}, 

K = {subsets of K}, where K C Zn, and 

B(z) = {i:2;=0},2€ R’. 

Each channel in the system will be associated with an element v of {0,1,—1}”. 

For a channel which connects i station to j station, then v; = 1, v; = —1 and 

v, = 0, Vk 41,9. For a channel from : station(the exterior) to the exterior(z station), 
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then v; is equal to -1(1) and the rest are zeros. Let V be the collection of v which 

represents a channel in the given system. Due to the topological structure of this 

system, for each i = 1,....,N, there is only one v € V with vj = —1. We write it v(z). 

Vx is a set of v(z) forzin K. 

Since there is a service station or the exterior at the beginning of a channel 

and the distribution of service times at the station or interarrival times follows an 

exponential distribution with a parameter, we can assign a positive parameter \, to 

a corresponding v € V. 

Define \,(z), for each v, 

0, 2t€ B(x) and v; = ~1 

Ae(z) = ‘ Av, O.W.. @) 

These are the state dependent jump rates for the associated queue length process, 

X(t). 

X(t) is a time homogeneous Markov process, due to the memoryless property of 

the exponential distribution. That is, for any event A, 

P[X(t+h)€ A|X(u), OS u<t] =P[X(t+h) € AlX(t)] 

=P[X(h) € A|X(0)). 

Moreover, for sufficiently small h > 0, the small time increment conditional probabil- 

ity for each initial condition can be expressed in the following manner, 

Ay(z)h + o(h), vEV,v#0 

P[X(h) — X(0) = v]X(0) = 2] = 4 1—Syey o(z)h + 0h), v =0 
0, O.W.. 

Note that it depends on the initial state z. 

Consider the asymptotic analysis of the rescaled system, eX(t/e). If every element 

of x is strictly positive, then the small time increment conditional probability of 

eX (t/e) is roughly independent of z in the sense that as long as every element of z is 
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positive, the probabilities are the same. However, when at least one of its elements 

becomes 0, then there is an abrupt change in its probability structure, due to the 

nonnegativity of queue length processes. This discontinuity w.r.t. z is the new feature 

involved in developing large deviation theory for queueing processes. 

In section 2.2, we survey the existing researches which are related to the large 

deviations of queueing systems and describe their successes and limitations. In section 

2.3, we introduce, a bit heuristically, the main idea of our approach with a simple 

example, the M/M/1 queueing system. 

2.2. Related Research. 

We mentioned in the introduction that the motivation for developing a large 

deviations theory for the processes that model queues arises from the desire to find 

useful estimates of the probabilities of rare transient events in queueing systems. 

Several approaches have been made to obtain information about such events. For 

instance, we might be concerned with the probability that the queue length process 

X of a queueing system of N stations avoids some specified set G on [t, T]; 

Pr{|X(s) ¢ G for somet<s <T|X(t) = 2]. (2.1) 

One such G C RY(+) of interest might be {x € RN) Maziny.... nti < N}. In 

lieu of an exact representation one may seek various asymptotic expressions instead. 

Suppose a scaling parameter e€ > 0 is introduced into (2.1): 

Pr[X(s) ¢ (1/e)G for some (t/e) < s < (T/e)|X(t/e) = z/e], (2.2) 

where aG = {az: z € G}. Let v(x) denote the quantity defined by (2.2). So far, we 

can try to obtain effective information about (2.1) by studying asymptotic estimates 

of (2.2) for sufficiently small «. 

There are three quite different approaches in this area. One method depends on 

a WKB type expression in €: 

v‘(z) = exp(—u(z)/e)(vo + Ev) +--+ + € Um + O(€”)). 
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Expansions of this type have been obtained for several cases of queueing systems, 

for instance see [18], [19], [20], and [21]. This approach depends on perturbation 

methods for partial differential equations which are induced from the dynamics of 

the processes. In the papers above, specific queueing models with simple structures, 

(M/M/1, M/G/1, or M/G/2) were chosen and specific features of the system are 

studied extensively. However, to our knowledge, none of them deal with multidimen- 

sional queueing networks. The non-nonnegativity constraints on queue sizes become 

boundary value constraints for the partial differential equations of the queueing sys- 

tems. These boundary value problems cause difficulties in extending this approach for 

multidimensional queueing networks like Jackson networks. At the present time, no 

systematic way to find such quantities as (2.2) has been established via this approach. 

Instead of v*(z), the other two approaches focus on 

u(x) = lim.io — € ln v*(z). (2.3) 

This u(z) is closely related to the rate function of this process. That is, if there exists 

a rate function Jjo,r)(z,-) for the queue length process X with X‘(t) = eX(t/e), then 

the u(z) can be determined from it. Threrefore, the center of interest is placed on 

the LDP of the process X and its rate function. On the other hand, if u(z) can be 

found by some method for an appropriate family of G, then under some additional 

hypotheses the rate function Ijo.7)(z,-) for the queueing system can be established. 

One method for studying (2.3) uses the notion of “viscosity solution”, due to M. 

Crandall and P. -L. Lions [5]. The application of results for the theory of viscos- 

ity solutions to finding the LDP of queue length processes begins with the work of 

Dupuis et. al. [6]. In this paper, they consider a specific Jackson network with two 

stations which allows routing and looping. Based on the viscosity solution approach, 

a formula for the quantity u(x) was discovered. They then determined what the LDP 

of the system would have to be from the formula for u(z). Moreover, under certain 

assumptions, Dupuis [9] provided the general scheme for finding the rate function of 

the process that models a general queueing system via this approach. For a given 

particular Jackson network, the assumed conditions might be checked. However, at 
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the present time, there is no general technique for proving the assumptions in the 

case of a general Jackson network. 

In contrast to the results available by viscosity solution methods, the other ap- 

proach which is more probabilistic has so far given only an upper bound, but in a 

much more general setting [7]. The main idea of this approach is based on the fact 

that 

expll/e{< X*(t) — X*(s),a > - / H(X*(u), a)du}}], 

is a martingale in ¢ for 0 < s < ¢ with an arbitrary N— dimensional vector a. The 

main difficulty in finding an lower bound arises from the discontinuity problem on 

the boundary which we described in the section 2.1. 

There is presently no established method to find the LDP of the process which 

models a general queueing system. In our research, we find a systematic way to 

establish the LDP of Jackson networks with a special structure, which we will call 

OCOS systems. Basically, our approach depends on the work of Wentzel et. al. 

[12]. The new feature of our research is our approach to solving the discontinuity 

problem on the boundary, which we explained in the above. We call our approach 

the“Skorohod problem approach”, because we use the mapping which originated from 

the solution of the Skorohod problem which we will describe in Theorem 2.1 and 

Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. This approach owes a lot to the groundwork that Dupuis 

et. al. [8] lay. However, our approach is not successful in Jackson networks which 

have a more general structure than the OCOS structure which we assume below. We 

will discuss the method’s shortcomings in Section 3.4. 

2.3 Skorohod Problem Approach in the M/M/1 Queue. 

The goal of this study is to find a rate function for the large deviation principle 

for the OCOS Jackson networks we described in section 2.1. In this section, we will 

illustrate the main idea of our research using the M/M/1 queue, which is described 

in the following. 
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Time intervals between arrivals are independent and exponentially distributed 

with a positive parameter A; . Service times are also independent and exponentially 

distributed with a positive parameter \2. The interarrival times and service times are 

also independent. The queue length process of this system is a 1-dimensional time 

homogeneous Markov jump process with the nonnegative integers as the state space. 

Therefore, 

P[X(t +h) — X(t) = 3|X(t) =i, X(s), OS 8 < El 

= PIX(t +h) — X(t) = j|X(t) = 
= P[X(h) — X(0) = 3|X(0) =i]. 

In particular, when 2 is strictly positive, 

Ah + o(h), j=itl 
. . Agh + o(h), p=i-l P[X(h) = j|X(0) =i] = 4 57 ye both), fai (2.4) 

0, 0.W.. 

However, when the station is empty, the conditional probability distribution of small 

time increment is not same as the case above. 

Ayh + o(h), j=l 
P(X(h) = 3|X(0) = 0] = 1—Ah+o(h), 7 =0 (2.5) 

0, 0.W.. 

This difference occurs due to the nonnegativity of the queue length and causes some 

difficulties in application of the general scheme, described in Theorem 1.3, to the large 

deviation principle of M/M/1 system, because the condition (1.12) is not satisfied. 

We will show the violation of the condition (1.12) in the M/M/1 queue. As we have 

seen in (2.4) and (2.5), the probability structure varies on the boundary of positive 

real line , i.e. 0. As aresult, H(z,a) # H(zl,a)ifz=O0Oand 2’ >0. Let’s see this 

difference carefully. 

First of all, 

)+[fle—)-flaal=), 2 > 

); x= 0. 

[f(z + €) — f(x))Ar( 

[F(z + €) — F(z)]Ar( 
A‘ f(x) = 

A 
f
e
o
 

f
e
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Therefore, the corresponding 

_ f Ar(exp(a) — 1) + Az(exzp(—a)- 1), z>0 
H(z, a) = ‘ Ai (exp(a) — 1), z=0 (2.6) 

and the Legendre transformation, L(z,(), of H(z, a) is 

Bing -B+, zx=0Q 

Blog®tvetn _ Jf 824+ 4Aye+A1 + b, xz > 0. 

Then if A. # 0, L(z, B) in (2.6) does not satisfy the condition (1.12). The point 

L(z, B) = 

is simply that (1.12) implies continuity in zx, while (2.6) is not continuous. 

Therefore, the large deviation principle for the M/M/1 queue length process does 

not follow from Wentzel’s result. 

Skorohod Problem Approach. 

Let Y denote the birth and death process. As we saw in Section 1.5, the LDP 

of this process is established by the general scheme by Wentzel. The idea of our 

approach is to express the queue length process as a functional of the birth and death 

process, X = 60Y, and to “push the LDP through” the functional 6 to obtain 

the rate function for the queue length process. The contraction principle (Theorem 

1.4) is the main tool in pushing through. For the principle to be useful, we have to 

find a continuous mapping, 8 , from D = D*(0,T] to D+) = Di,)[0,T] and 6 0 Y(t) 

has to have the same transition function as X(t). The following is the answer to this 

question. 

THEoREM 2.1. Let Ds be the set of y(.) € D such that y(0) > 0. For each y(.) € Ds, 

there are unique pair of functions u € D and z € D satisfying 

(1) 2(t) = y(t) + u(t) 

(2) z(t) 20 
(3) u(.) is non-decreasing with u(0) = 0 and u(.) increases only at those times t 

where z(t) = 0. 
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(4) Moreover, by defining u(.) = o(y(.)) and 2(.) = O(y(.)), @ and o are continuous 

mappings Ds — D. 

(5) Fix » € Ds andr > 0. Define p*(¢) = G(r) + ¥(7 + #) — ¥(7), u*(t) = 

u(r +t)— u(r), and ¢* = ¢(r +t). Then ¢* = 6(y*) and u* = of"). 

This theorem is a special case of Theorem 3.5 of Chapter 3, so we will not give 

a separate proof here. The problem of finding z(.) and u(.) satisfying (1) - (4) for a 

given y(.) is called the “Skorohod problem”. We call @ the “Skorohod map”. 

The last step we have to go through before using the contraction principle is to 

verify that the process Z = 60Y, resulting from the mapping, 6, on the trajectories 

of Y(.) is a version of the M/M/1 queue length process. With U =o 0 Y, Z and Y 

are related by 

Z(t) = Y(t) + U(E). 

Notice that Z(t) is non-negative and U(.) increases only at those time ¢ where Z(t) = 0 

. Now, we investigate the probability structure of the process Z(t); 

P[Z(t +h) — Z(t) = v/Z(u),0<u<t] 

= P[O(Y(.))(t + h) — O(Y(.))(t) = v/(Y(.))(s), OS s <7] 

= P[Z(h) — 2(0) = v/Z(0)], 

since (5) in Theorem 2.1 implies that 6(Y(.))(t+-h)—6(¥(.))(t) depends on Y(t+h)— 
Y(t) and 6(Y(.))(t) only and for any s > r > 0, Y(s) — ¥(r) is time homogeneous 
and independent of {Y(u) : 0 <u <r}. Therefore, Z(t) is a time homogeneous 
Markov process. 

When the initial state Z(0) = 7 is a positive integer, the probability of Z(h) 

being negative is asymptotically o(h) for a sufficiently small h > 0, because the 

probability of more than one jump occurring is asymptotically o(hk). Since U is 

increasing only when Z(t) = 0, U(k) = 0 with probability of 1 — o(h). Therefore, 

P[Z(h) — Z(0) = j|Z(0) = i] is the same as described in (2.4). 
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Suppose Z(0) = 0. If Y(t) has one jump on (0,h] and it is a negative jump, then 

Z(t) = 0 and U(t) = Y(t) on [0,h]. Since the probability of more than one jump is 

asymptotically o(h), the probability of Z(h) = 0, given Z(0) = 0, is asymptotically 

equal to the sum of the probability of Y(k) = 0 and the probability of Y(h) = —1, 

given Y(0) = 0. Therefore, P[Z(t +h) — Z(t) = 3|Z(t) = 0] is the same as (2.5). 

It follows that X and Z have a same distribution (see p.111 and p.161 Eithier and 

Kurtz [10]). 

Since Z has the same probability distribution as X, by the contraction principle, 

we can assert that the set of probability measures, {P[X*(.) € .|X*(0) = z]}, obeys 

the large deviation principle with a rate function, Jjo,7(.), defined by 

Jio,r\(z, >) = in fyoyy=olio,r(z, Y), 

where Ijo,7; is the rate function of the birth and death process. In particular, if A 

is a Borel set in D1(0,7] with respect to the uniform metric pr such that infgesc 

Tor(z,%) = infgea Djo.m(2,%) = infeeas Ijo.r(z, ¢), then 

lim,_.oelogP|X*(.) € A|X*(0) = 2] 

= —infxeaI (2, ?) 

= —infgeainfyloyj=elio,7y(2, ¥) 

For a given absolutely continuous function ¢in A € D/,)[0,T] with ¢(0) = x > 0, 

T 

Jom(2, 4) = infeyae / L(w'(t))at, 

where L(8) = L(z,f) is defined in (1.18) ( since L does not depend on z, we use 

L(B) instead of L(z, 8)). 

In the next, we pass the infimum in the above expression under the integral. 
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TueoreM 2.2. For a given absolutely continuous function ¢ in D(,)[0,T] with ¢(0) = 

z>0, T t 

in folo(v)=¢ [ L(pi(s))ds = [ in foceyio(vy=ol(H'(s))ds. 

We will prove this theorem in a more general setting in Theorem 4.3. 

Therefore, for a given absolutely continuous function ¢ € Di 410, T] with ¢(0) = 

z>0, 

T 

J(z, $) =infyjey)=¢ [ L(ap'(t))dt 

= | infyyopaol(V(t))dt + | in fceyioy=ol(v'(t)) dt, 
To 7 

where T, = {t € [0,T] : o(t) = 0} and T, = {t € [0,7] : o(t) > 0} 

It can be easily checked (actually it is proved in a more general setting in the 

proof of Theorem 4.3) that 

12,4) = ff infayob(-2)dt + [ seme 

H(z, a) is the in (2.6). Define 

H(a) =H(z,a), where z > 0 

=A1(exp(a) — 1) + A2(exp(—e) — 1), 

Ay(a) =H(0, a) 

\i(exp(—a) — 1). 

Mea)= 1 tay Boo 
Let I(z,8), L1(@), and L(G) be the Legendre transformation of h(z,a), H;(a), and 

H(a), respectively; 

I1(8) = Bin ~B+4A1, 
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Jp +4yn 1(B) = Bloge— sn 1°) _ /pt + Are + Aa + Aa), 
1 

and, by the property of Legendre transformation(cf. Theorem 7.6.2 in Karlin [17]), 

inf {p;L(A1) + p2Li1(B2) : B = piBi + p2h2;pi 20, 1=pitpe}, z=0 

(2,8) = L(8), z> 0. 

Remark. The graph of I(0,-) is the convex hull of the graphs of L(-) and L;(-). 

THEOREM 2.3. 

inf L(—z) = (0,0) = sup,[—A(0, a)]. 

proor: As we noted in the above, the graph of | is the convex hull of the graphs 

of L and L, and L(f8) > 0 except for z = A; — Az and strictly increases as |8 — 

(A; — Az)| increases. Likewise L,(a) > 0 except for 8 = 4; and increases as a — 

increases from 0 to oo. Since A; and A; are positive, Ay > Ai — Az. 11(8) > L(B) 

for all 0 < 6 < »A1 — Az. Therefore, 1(0,0) = ‘ (0) if ” 7 » S 5 On the other 
’ 17 42 2 V. 

L(0), Ar —A2 >0 
hand, infz>» L(—z) = { 0 h—dy <0 It implies that infz>o L(—z) = 1(0,0) = 

SUPa|—h(0,a)].  o 

Therefore, for a given absolutely continuous function ¢ with $(0) = z, 

T 

12,4) = infowsns | LOW (t)dt 

- [ 14'(t))at + | in feyoL(—b)dt 
To Ti 

T 

= [ Wo, epee 

In this section, we have successfully shown how the LDP of M/M/1 process can 

be obtained by the Skorohod problem approach. In the following chapters, we will 

generalize this approach to the class of queueing networks described in Section 2.1. 
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Chapter 3. Large Deviation Principle for Queueing Systems 

In this chapter, we want to develop the Skorohod problem approach to find the 

LDP of the general OCOS type Jackson network ( we call it OCOS system). For 

this purpose, we define the “potential process” of the system, which corresponds to 

the birth and death process in the case of M/M/1 system. The LDP of the potential 

process is easily obtained by Wentzel’s result. We formulate the Skorohod problem 

for an OCOS system and find ‘Skorohod map’ which maps the potential process to 

the queue length process. By using it, we find the LDP of the system by applying 

the contraction principle. 

3.1 The Potential Process and Its LDP. 

The discontinuity (cf. (1.12)) in the probability structure of a queueing system 

is mainly caused by the nonnegativity condition on the queue length. If there is no 

customer in a station, then the station is in an idle state and no service is offered. 

This can be thought of as a nonnegativity constraint on the queue length process, 

which imposes a change in the probabilistic behavior of the server when its queue 

becomes empty. This is the main obstacle in finding the LDP of the queueing system 

through Wentzel’s results. In order to avoid this nonnegativity constraint, we consider 

the potential process which is described as follows. Let’s consider a system in which 

there is only one server at each station and servers provide units of services. They are 

not concerned whether there are customers in their station or not. The time which 

is needed for the server in the station 7 in generating a unit of service follows the 

exponential distribution with parameter A,:;). If they provide a service unit at a time 

when their queue is empty, then we consider the “queue length” to change from 0 

to -1. Similarly if the queue length is already negative we simply decrement it by 
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1 again at the service time. The rest of the topological structure and probabilistic 

assumptions are defined same as the one for OCOS system. The variable we observe 

at time ¢ at each station is the number of arrivals up to time ¢ to the station minus 

the number of the service units generated in the station up to time ¢. Let Y;(£) be 

the observation in 7*" station at time ¢t and Y(t) be the N-dimensional process whose 

ith element is Y;(t). We call Y “potential process”. 

Large Deviation Principle of the Potential Process. 

We begin with any probability space (,¢,P) on which the potential process 

Y = {Y(t)|0 < t < co} is defined. Let o, = o( Y(s);0 < s < t) for t > 0. 

Consider the family of stochastic processes {Y‘(t)} = {eY(£)}. We want to 

specify the LDP of {Po Y*-'}. By applying Theorem 1.3, we can find the rate 

function of the LDP. 

First, we find the small time increment conditional probability with an initial 

state z; 

Avh + o(h), nonzerovEe V 

P[Y(h) — Y(0) = ve /¥(0) = 2] = 1— ye Avh+o(h), v=o (3.1) 

o(h), O.W.. 

Notice that this probability does not depend on the initial state z. Based on this 

generator, we find the function H which is given by (1.8) in Chapter 1. 

H(z,a) = > A(exp(<a, v>)—1), Ve E R™. (3.2) 
ve V 

Since H(z,a) does not depend on the state variable, z, we will simply write H(a) 

for H(z,a) throughout the following. It can be noticed that H(a) is strictly convex 

and analytic on RN and H(0) = 0. Since each station is assumed to have exactly one 
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channel for outflow and at least one channel for inflow, for each 7, there exist exactly 

one v € V with v; = —1 and at least one v € V with v; = 1. Therefore, as |/a|| goes 

to oo, 

H(a) goes to oo (3.3) 

Its Legendre transformation is defined by 

L(B) = supaerx|< a,8 > —H(a)}], BE RN.. (3.4) 

Since H(0) = 0, L(f) is nonnegative, for all 8 in RN( cf. (1.3) Chapter 1). Since 

H(a) is convex and analytic, L(8) is strictly convex and analytic on R™ (cf. (1.5) in 

Chapter 1). And as we said in Section 1.1, since H(a) is bounded in any bounded 

domain, L(f) goes to oo, as ||| goes to co. Since H and L do not depend on the state 

variable, we can easily check the conditions (1.10) - (1.12) in Chapter 2. Therefore, 

Theorem 1.3 applies to Y‘(t) = eY(t/e), giving an LDP with rate function 

fr L(¢'(t))dt, gis a absolutely continuous function, 

Tjo,r\(z, $) = its integral 1s convergent, and ¢(0) = z (3.5) 

oO, O.W.. 

3.2 Skorohod Problem in OCOS System. 

Our objective in this section is to exhibit the queue length process of an OCOS 

system as a continuous functional of the potential process ¥: Z=@o0Y. Z should be 

a time homogeneous N dimensional Markov jump process on the nonnegative orthant 

Ri 4) = {ze RN : allz; > 0}. . Second, Z should behave on the interior of RN +) like 

the potential process Y. Third, Z reflects everywhere on the boundary of RN +) 80 
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that Z has the same distribution as the queue length process of the OCOS system X. 

In particular, the direction of reflection on i** boundary surface is fixed and has the 

opposite direction to the column vector v whose i** element is —1. ( Recall that there 

is only one such v in V and from now on, we write it v(z).) But on “edges” there 

are multiple reflective directions. What we want to do is formulate an appropriate 

analogue of the Skorohod problem of Theorem 2.1 above. 

We can put the properties above into precise mathematical terms as follows; we 

seek a pair of N-dimensional processes Z = {Z(t);t > 0} and U = {U(t);t > 0} 

which jointly satisfy the following conditions; 

Z(t) = Y(t) — AU(E) (3.6) 

where Y is the potential process with Y(0) € RN) and A is the N x N matrix whose 

i** column A; is the v € V whose i** element is —1, v(i). 

Z(t) € Ri), Vt € [0,7]. (3.7) 

and, for each : (and almost all w), 

U;(w,+) € D™[0,00) is nondecreasing with U;(w,0) = 0. (3.8) 

and 

U;(w,-) increases only at those times t when Z;(w,t) = 0. (3.9) 

The rest of this section is devoted to showing that there is a continuous mapping 6 

from D% [0,7] to DA) I0, T'| which maps the trajectories of Y into those of Z satisfying 

(3.6)-(3.9) trajectory wise: 

6(Y (w, -)) = Y(w,-) — AU(w,-). (3.10) 
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The general formulation of the Skorohod problem given in Definition 3.1 below, as 

well as Theorem 3.2 giving sufficient conditions for its well-posedness are taken from 

Dupuis and Ishii [8]. In Theorem 3.6, we formulate its implications in the special 

context appropriate for our OCOS queueing systems. 

Let R; = {z € RN : x; > 0} and RO) be the positive orthant of RN. We may, 

therefore, define RN) = ON R;. For 7 € D¥[0, 7), let |7|(7') denote the total variation 

of 7 on [0,7]. For each i, let n; be the inward normal vector to Rt) on R;. Suppose 

that, for each j, d; is a unit vector which satisfies 

(d;,n;) > 0. (3.11) 

For each z € OR): 

d(z)={y= )> aida; > 0, [yl] = 3 
i€B(x) 

and 

n(z)={y= > ainsa; > 0, [lll = 1}. 
1€B(z) 

We consider d(x) to be the allowable set of “directions of reflection” at z. 

Derinition 3.1. (Skorohod Problem(SP)) Let y € D® [0,7] with ¥(0) € Ri) be given. 

Then (¢,¥%,7 ) € [D"[0,T]]* solves the Skorohod problem (SP) (or (¢,7) solves the 

SP for  ) with respect to d(-) if 

(1) $= 4+, 4(0) = ¥(0), 
(2) d(t) € Rij, for t € (0,7), 

(3) |n|(T’) < 0, 

(4) Inl(t) = Soon Zayeonn, din), 
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(5) there exists measurable + : [0,T] — RN such that 7(s) € d($(s))(d|n| a.s.) 

and n(t) = fog 1(s)dlnl(s). 

Hence ¢ never leaves RM) and 7 changes only when ¢ € ORM), in which case the 

change points in one of the directions d(¢(-)). 

The following theorem from [8] tells us conditions under which the SP has a 

unique solution. 

THEOREM 3.2. Assume that there exist positive constants a; such that 

(1) a;(ni,d;) > > a5|(ni, d5)| 
j#i 

for alli. Define the N x N matrix D by d; = Dn,,1<i< N. 

Assume that there exist c > 0 such that 

(2) (n,Dn) >c>0, foralln€n(z), allze OR), 

and for each z € OR/\), there is n € n(x) such that for all d € d(z), 

(3) (d,n) > 0. 

With these assumptions, the SP has a unique solution for every yy € D%(0,T] with 

w(O0)eE Ri). Moreover, let (¢1, 1,7) and (¢2, Y2, 2) be the corresponding solutions 

of the SP. Then there exists K < oo (which is independent of T) such that 

pr(m, 72) < K pr(¥1, we), 

pr(¢1, $2) < Kpr(ya, v2), 

when pr is the uniform metric in D (0, T]. 

This is essentially Theorem 3.3 and 3.4 of [8]. Their Assumption 2.1 is implied by 

our (1) and their Theorem 2.1. Their Assumption 3.1 is implied by our (2) and their 
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Theorem 3.1. (3) is a sufficient condition for Assumption 3.2 and (1) is a sufficient 

condition for (3.11). Therefore, the conclusion of the theorem follows from the results 

in [8]. 

Let Q=I1+A. Then Q is a lower triangular matrix with zero’s on the diagonal. 

Every element in Q is nonnegative and Q has {0} as its spectrum. Thus there exists 

a diagonal matrix A, having positive diagonal elements, such that the maximal row 

sum of the nonnegative matrix Q* = A~'QA is strictly less than 1 (cf., Lemma 3 

in Veinott [27]). Q* is also a lower triangular matrix and the locations of nonzero 

elements of Q* are same as those of Q. (Let M; be the z** column of a matrix M.) 

Defining d; = jazenal 2 — Q");, we check in the following if the assumed condi- 

tions (1)-(3) in Theorem 3.2 are satisfied with these d;’s. 

Condition (1): Without loss of generality, instead of the condition (1), we check 

the existence of positive constant a;’s which satisfy 

a;(ni,(I—Q")i) > D/ ajl(nis (1 — Q*)j)|, VE € {1-7 NF. 
jFt 

When : # j, (n;,(J—Q*);) <= 0, since elements of Q* are positive and the location of 

off-diagonal elements are same as that of Q. Hence the condition above is equivalent 

to 

ai(ni,(I— Q")s) > Do aj(ni, —(I - Q”);), Wi {1,--+  N}. 
j#t 

Then, since the elements on the diagonal of the matrix J — Q* are equal to 1, this 

condition is equivalent to 

(I-Q")a>0. 
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where a = (a;,--: ,@w)". Since the maximal row sum of the positive matrix Q* is 

less than 1, the above condition is satisfied with any vector a which has the following 

property; 

a, > 0 and a; > > a;. 
1<j<i 

Condition (2): J —Q" is a lower triangular matrix whose diagonal terms are equal 

to 1 and the maximal row sum of Q” is less than 1. Therefore, the minimal row sum 

of I — Q* is greater than 0. Since the location of nonzero elements of Q are same as 

those of Q* and Q has only one off-diagonal term in each column, Q* has only one 

nonzero element in each column. Also each element of Q* is less than 1. Therefore, 

the maximal column sum of Q* is less than 1 and, therefore, the minimal row sum of 

(I — Q*)? is greater that 0. It follows that J — Q* is a positive definite matrix (cf., 

Golub [14], p.7). The set of unit vectors, n(0), is a closed subset of Ri) which does 

not contain 0. Therefore, there is a positive constant c such that a7(I — Q*)a >, 

for all a € n(0). For any z € OR): n(x) C n(0) and, therefore, a7(I — Q*)a > c, for 

all a € n(x). This is a sufficient condition for Assumption 3.1 in [8]. (In fact, if there 

is a positive diagonal matrix D such that D® satisfy the condition (2), the proof of 

Theorem 3.1 in [8] is applicable.) 

Condition (3): Let z € OR()- Choose a normal vector n* = 5°. B(2) fini with 

B; > 0 for all i and 6; > 8; > 0 fori <j in Biz). Ifd € d(x), then d= ie B(a) M4. 

Since d is a unit vector, there is at least one 7 € B(x) such that a; > 0. Therefore, 

for all d € d(z), (n*,d) > 0. 

Therefore, we can claim the following corollary. 
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Corouiary 3.3. If dj = qazoai (2 — Q*);) is the direction of reflection on each R;, 

the SP has a unique solution for any function » in D¥ (0, T]. Moreover, let (¢1, 1, m1) 

and ($2, 2,72) be the corresponding solutions of the SP Then there exists K < oo 

(which is independent of T) such that 

pr(m, Ne) < K pr(v1, 2), 

pr(¢, $2) < K pr(¥1, ¥2). (3.12) 

In the following, we reformulate the SP above into an equivalent form, which we 

will refer to as SP*. We do this to express the directions of reflection more explicitly 

and explain the Skorohod problem in a more intuitive way. We also seek notational 

simplicity for the next section. Let e; be the unit vector in R" whose i** element is 

1. 

Lemma 3.5. For a given ¥(.) € D¥[0,T] for ¥(0) € Ri) , there is a unique pair of 

functions u, ¢ € Diy I0, T| satisfying the following (which we refer to as SP* ): 

(1) $(t) = H(t) + (2 —- Q*)u(t) 

(2) $;(t) > 0,3 =1,2,...,N 

(3) u;(.) is non-decreasing with u;(0) = 0 and u;(.) increases only at those times 

t where ¢;(t) = 0. 

Proor: Let (¢,7) be the solution of the SP with the given y. Let u = (J — Q*)7!n. 

(1) and (2) are trivially satisfied and 7(0) = 0 implies u(0) = 0. Therefore, it is 

sufficient to prove that u; is nondecreasing and increases only at those times t where 

¢,(t) = 0. By (5) in definition 3.1, 

F-Qytne)= fr -Qy*y(s)dlnl(s) 
(0,¢] 
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By (4) in definition 3.1, |n|(t) is increasing only when ¢(t) € ORI). And 7(s) = 

lie BH) a;d; for some positive a;’s. (J — Q*)7'y(s) = (I — Q*)”? ie B(6(s)) aid; 

= Diese Hl — Q*) 1d. Ifo = (I — Q*)-1d;, then (I — Q*)v = dj = dae 

and, therefore, v = jaro e It tells that (J — Q*)~'d; is a column vector whose 

elements are all zero’s except the i** element which is positive. Therefore, u;(t) = 

((I — Q*)~1n(t)); increases only when ¢;(t) = 0 and u,(t) is nondecreasing. 

However, the set of natural directions of reflection on boundary surfaces is not 

the set of (J — Q*)is, but the set of —A,’s. In fact, we are looking for the solution of 

— a= —(I-Q);_ ~(I-Q*);_ _ the SP* with d; = ea Ol? not with d;= =o" )al° But, as we saw, I — Q 

can be decomposed into A(J—Q*)A7! and A is a positive diagonal matrix. Therefore, 

we can claim the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.6. For a given ¥(.) € DN [0,7] with (0) € Ri); there is a unique pair of 

functions (¢,u), satisfying the following (which we refer to as SP**): 

(1) (t) = ¥(t) — Au(t) 
(2) $;(t)>0, 7 =1,2,...,N 

(3) u;(.) is non-decreasing with u;(0) = 0 and u,(.) increases only at those times 

t where ¢,(t) = 0. 

Proor: Let *(t) = A7'w(t). Since A is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal 

elements and 7(0) € Ri) p(O)ER (hy: Let ¢* and u™ be the unique solution of the 

SP* for the given y* with the matrix ]—Q*, ie. d*(t) = ¢"(t) + (J—Q")u"(t). Then, 

the uniqueness of the SP* solution and nonsingularity of A tells that (Ad*, Au”) is 

the unique solution to the SP**; 
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Let (¢,u) = (A¢*, Au“). Then, first, 

P(t) = P(t) + A(T — Q*)A7* u(t) 

= 7(t) — Au(t). 

Second, since A is a nonnegative matrix and $3 > 0, for all 7, [A¢"]; > 0, for all j. 

Since u? is nondecreasing and increases only at those times ¢ where ¢5(t) = 0 and 

A is a diagonal matrix with positive diagonal elements, (Au*); is nondecreasing and 

increases only at those times t where (A¢"(t)); = 0. If there is another solution of the 

SP** with 7, there must be another solution of the SP* with A7'w. It contradicts 

the uniqueness of the solution of the SP*. Therefore, there is only one solution of 

the SP**. a 

From now on, we write SP as SP**. The reason that we define and solve the 

SP is to find a continuous mapping which maps the potential process to a version of 

the queue length process of OCOS system and obtain the LDP of the queue length 

process by the contraction principle. So, as the next step, we specify the mapping 

explicitly and investigate its properties carefully. 

Let DY ={ype DE)(0, T] with ~(0) € Riiy}- Let (¢, u) is the solution of SP for 

wb € DY We set u(-) = o(v(-)) and (-) = 6(¥(-)). 

LEMMA 3.7. 

6 and o are continuous mappings DN|0,T] — D%[0,T) with respect to pr. 

(1) The restriction of » and ¢ to [0,t] depends only on the restriction of x to 

(0, t]. 

(2) Fix p € DY andr > 0. Let ¢ = O(4) and u = o(y) as above. Define 

Ur(t) = o(r) + lr +t) — V(r), wt) = u(r +t) — u(r), and $() = o(r +2), 
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Then ¢* = 0(*) and u* = o(%"). 

Proor: (3.12) says pr(A(¥1), A(v2)) < Kpr(%1,%2), which is much stronger than the 

continuity. (1) is trivially satisfied by the definition of solution of the SP. To prove (2), 

given the uniqueness statement of the theorem, one need only verify that (¢*, ~*, u) 

solves the SP. For (1), 

v"(t) — Au*(t) =o(r) + ¥(7 +t) — o(7) — Au(r + t) + Au(r) 

=p(r +t) — Au(r +t) 

=$(7 +t) = ¢°(t). 

(2) and (3) in Theorem 3.6 are trivially satisfied. = 

We name @ the “Skorohod map”. Based on this map, we construct a process Z 

on (2,0, P) on which the potential process Y is defined. To begin with, let Z(w)(t) = 

6(Y (w))(t), U(w) = of Y(w))(t) on Q. In Lemma 3.7, we investigate the probability 

structure of the process Z. 

LEMMA 3.8. 

(1) Both Z and U are measurable w.r.t. 0; for each t > 0. 

(2) The processes Z and U satisfy the following almost surely; 

1. Z(t) € Rij), Vt > 0. 

2. U;(w,t) is nondecreasing with U;(w,0) = 0. 

3. U;(w) increases only at those time t where Z;(w,t) = 0, Vi = 1, 2,...., N. 

(3) Z is a time homogeneous Markov process on (20, 0, P). 

Proor: Y is measurable with respect to o, for each t > 0 and @ is continuous. It 

implies (1). (2) follows directly from Theorem 3.6. By Lemma 3.7, we notice that 

Z(t +h) — Z(t) is solely dependent upon Z(t) and Y(t +h) — Y(t). Since for any 
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h>0, Y(t+h) — Y(t) is independent of {Y(s),0 < s < t} and time homogeneous. 

Z is a time homogeneous Markov process. & 

Next, we want to show that Z is a version of the queue length process X of 

OCOS system. First, we calculate the small time increment conditional probability 

at an initial state. Since Z is a time homogeneous Markov process, for any Borel 

measurable set © in RY”, 

P[Z(t +h) — Z(t) € O|Z(u),0<uK<t] 

= P[Z(t +h) — Z(t) € O|Z(t)] 

= P[Z(h) — Z(0) € O|Z(0)}. 

It follows that the above probability is equal to 

P[A(Y)(h) — 4(¥)(0) € Ol6(¥)(0)] 

=P[A(Y¥)(h) — Y(0) € O|Y(0)| 

=P[Y(h) — AU(h) — ¥(0) € O|Y(0)] 

The potential process of OCOS system can be considered as a linear function 

of joint Poisson processes. This means that the probability of the process Y having 

more than one jump in a small amount of time h is equal to o(h). 

In particular, as h decreases to 0, 

S> Pl¥(k) — ¥(0) = v¥(0) = z] = 14 o(h). 
ve VuU{0} 

Recall that 

Ayh + o(h), nonzerov Ee V 

P([Y(h) — Y(0) = v|Y(0) = z] = 1— ev Avkh +o(h), v=0 (3.13) 

o(h), 0.W.. 
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Remark. Each v € V represents one type of jump in the process Y. Moreover, Y(w,t) 

is in ZZ", almost surely, and given Y(t) #4 Y(t-), Y(t)—Y(t-) € V, almost surely. 

Suppose Y(w,-) is an N dimensional step function on [0,7] with Y(w,0) € Z() 

and has only one discontinuity at 7 on (0,4] when h > 0. Let Y(w,r)-—Y(w,77) =v 

for some v € V. From (1) in Theorem 3.6, 

Y(w,h) — Y(w,0) = Z(w,h) — Z(w,0) — A(U(w, h)). 

Therefore, 

v= Z(w,h) — Z(w,0) — A(U(w, h)). 

If vj > 0 for all: € B(Z(w,0)), Z(w,0)+v > 0. By letting Z(w,-) = Y(w,-) on 

[0, kh], (Z(w, -), 0) is the unique solution of SP for Y(w,-) on [0,A]. Therefore, 

v= Z(w,h) — Z(w,0). 

If v = v(t) for some 1 € B(Z(w,0)), Z;(w,0) + v; = —1. By letting Z(w,-) = Z(w, 0) 

and U(w,t) = ‘ . a tH , (Z(w), U(w)) is the unique solution of SP for Y(u, -) 

on [0,/]. In particular, 

AU(w,h) = v and Z(w,h) — Z(w,0) = 0. 

It follows that 

Z(w, h) _ Z(w, 0) when v ¢ VB(¥(w,0)) 
Y(w,h)-—Y(w,0)=v= (w,h) (w,0) =v | ave b when v € Vary(u0)); 

where Vx={v(i): 1 € K}. 
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For i € B(x) where x € Z/\,, the event 

{w:¥(w,h) — Y(w,0) = v(t), Y(w,-) has only one jump on [0, h]|Y(w,0) = z} 

is a subset of 

{w:Y(w,h) — AU(w,h) — Y(w,0) = 0, 

Y(w,-) has only one jump on (0, A]/Y(0) = x} 

={w: Z(w,h) — Z(w,0) = 0, Y(w,-) has only one jump on (0, h]|Z(0) = z}. 

For v with v; > 0 for all i € B(x) where z € Zi.) the event 

{w:Y(w,h) — Y(w,0) = v, ¥(w,-) has only one jump on [0,A]|Y(w,0) = x} 

is equal to 

{w: Z(w,h) — Z(w,0) = v, Y(w,-) has only one jump on (0, A]|Z(0) = z}. 

Therefore, 

Av(z)h + o(h), © nonzerov EV 

P[Z(h) — Z(0) = v|Z(0) = 2] = | 1 Dovey Wola)h+o(h), v=0 
o(h), 0.W.. 

It implies that the processes Z and the queue length process X have the same small 

time increment conditional probability on each initial condition z. Since they are 

Markov jump processes which have the same small time increment conditional proba- 

bility, they have the same infinitesimal generator. It follows that they have the same 

distribution.(cf. p.111 and p. 161 in Ethier and Kurtz [10].) 

3.3 The Rate Function of the Queue Length Process. 
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The goal of this chapter is to construct the LDP of the process X. However, as 

we found in the last section, the process Z has the same distribution as the process 

X. Then they follow the same LDP. It is simply because LDP of a Markov process 

is determined by its distribution. Therefore, we construct the LDP of Z. 

Consider the rescaled processes X*, 2°; 

Xt =eX(2), 2 = (2), 

For Borel sets GE Di (yl, T], let 

Q°(G) = Pr{Z* € G|Z°(0) = 2] 

= PrlY* € 6~*(G)|Y*(0) = z] 

= Pr{6(Y*) € G|Y*(0) = z] 

= P*[6-*(G)]. 

Therefore, by the contraction principle (Theorem 1.4), the set of probability measures, 

Q*, follows the large deviation principle with the rate function, Jjp,7)(-), defined by 

Jio,r)(z, 6) = To,r(z,?); (3.14) 
vite)= ¢ 

where Iio7) is the rate function for LDP of the potential process in (3.5). Since 

Pr[Z* € G|Z*(0) = 2] = Pr[X* € G|X*(0) = a], 

we can assert that Jio.7(z,-) is the rate function of the queue length process of this 

system. Using the expression in (3.5) for Jjo,7, (3.14) provides the following theorem. 

THEOREM 3.9. If ¢ is absolutely continuous on [0,7] with @(0) = 2 and the following 

is defined, 

T 

Jor(2,¢) =. inf 7 L('(t))ae 
¥|0(¥)=¢ 

= [ L('(t) + Au'(t)))dt. 
wja(v)=d, tom 
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Otherwise, it is oo. 

The latter expression is because 6(7) = ¢ and o() = u implies that ¢ = p — Au. 

As we have seen in the above, the queue length process X of OCOS system 

can be understood in the framework of LDP and we can obtain the rate function of 

{P* = Po(X*)~"} in the form of infimum of the rate function of potential process 

over a corresponding set of trajectories of the potential process. 
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Chapter 4. The Rate Function of Queueing Systems 

The goal of this chapter is to obtain a closed form expression for (3.14). Even 

though we use a completely different approach, we will find that our closed form 

expression is same as that discovered by Dupuis in [9]. In Section 4.2 we will explain 

why the Skorohod problem approach that we presented in this thesis does not work 

in a more general class of Jackson networks. 

4.1 The Rate Function in a Closed Form. 

To find the closed form of (3.14), we pass the infimum under the integral. This 

will be done in Theorem 4.3. In preparation for this we develop some lemmas. We will 

frequently use Lemma A.1 - A.4 which can be found in Appendix. 

Let RN={z € RN|z; = 0,Vi € K}, where K is a subset of {1,...., N}. And RNG) 

={z € RN|z; >0, i € K*}, 

Lemma 4.1. Suppose f(.) is a strictly convex continuous function on RN and as ||z|| — 

oo, f(z) — oo. Define g(x) = inf, p+) f(z+e), forz€ Ry Then, foreach z € RX, 
KC 

there exists a unique c(z) € Ryo s.t. g(z) = f(z+e(z)). Moreover, c is a continuous 

mapping from Ry to Ry), 

Proor: Let C is a closed convex set of R%. Since as ||z|| + 00, f(x) — oo, if there is 

a optimal point 2” s.t. infsec f(z) = f(x"), then ||z*|| < oo. 

Suppose that there are two optimal points z,; and z2 such that infec f(z) = 

f(z1) = f(z2). Then x; and z, are in C.. Since f is strictly convex, for 0 <t <1, 

f (tx, + (1 — t)z2) < tf(z1) + (1 — t)f(22) = f(21) 
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and tz, +(1—t)z2 € C. This contradicts the fact that infc f(z) = f(x1). Therefore, 

f(.) has a unique minimum on C. In consequence, g(z) = f(x — e(x)), for some 

e(z) € Rx (+) | Therefore the mapping c is well-defined. 

Let {z,,} be a sequence which converges to z and Z,,z € RY. From Lemma A.4, 

we know that g is continuous. By continuity, g(z,n) — g(z), ie. f(tn — c(tn)) > 

f(z—c(z)) and {f(zn—c(zn))} is a bounded sequence. This implies that {c(x,)} is a 

bounded sequence such that f(z, —c(zn)) ~ f(z—c(z)). Suppose {z, — c(z,)} does 

not converge to x—c(z). Then there exists a subsequence {zn, —c(zn, )} converging to 

y(€ RN) A x-c(z). However, f(zn—c(tn)) + f(z—c(z)) and also f(tn, —c(2n,)) > 

f(y) as k — o© and f(y) = f(z — c(z)). Since z, — 2 and ay, — c(2n,)} converges 

to y, C(tn,) 7 (xy) € REG). Therefore, the fact that f(z —c(z)) = f(z—(z—y)) 

and z—y # c(z) contradicts the uniqueness of the local minimum. Hence, z,, — c(zn) 

converges to x —c(z). So, c(z,) converges to c(z). This shows that c is continuous. 

Let K be a subset of Zy. Let &*= (a, v(i)) fori € K and ¢* = —a; fori e€ K*. 

Define the matrix B* such that its i** row is v(i) for i € K and its j** row is —e; 

for j € K‘. The change of variable B* a = £*, will be convenient for some of our 

arguments below. B* is a nonsingular N x N matrix. We will use H*(-) to indicate 

H(-) with respect to €*. 

H*(€®) = H((B*)7*é") 

= So reep((BE)1E*, 0) - 1) 
ve V 

= So r(exp((a,v)) — 1) 
ve V 

= H(a). 

As ||*|| — 00, |la|] — 00. Therefore, as ||¢*|| — co, H¥ — oo. Clearly, H¥ is 
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strictly convex and smooth, since H has these properties. Let L*® denote the Legendre 

transformation of H*. 

Lemma 4.2. Let B(x) = K. For any Be Rk-, 

L(z + AB) = L*(—-2 + 8). 

Proor: Let 6 € RX.. 

L(z + Af) 

=supaern|(z + AB, a) — H(a)], 

=sUPaeR|(z, a) + (AB, a) — H(a)] 

=supaern|(z,a) + (8, B* a) — H(a)| 

since for i € K, A? and B* have a same vector on i” row and 6; = 0, for j € K*. 

=suppxenn|(—2,€*) + (8,€") — H((B*)€*)], 

since €* = —a; fori € K*. 

=supexean|(—z + 8,¢*) — H* (¢*)] by definition of H* 

=[*(-2+). = 

Due to Lemma 4.2, we know that L*(—z+/) is a strictly convex and continuously 

differentiable w.r.t. 8 on REO) and increases to oo as ||8|| — oo. By Lemma A.1, 

there is a unique B* € RR) such that 

B int LM(-2 +8) = L*(-zx + B"). 
ERR 

The following theorem shows how the infimum outside the integral can be passed 

under the integral. 
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THEOREM 4.3. For a given absolutely continuous function ¢ € D; (410, T| with ¢(0) = 

2 € Ri), 

[ue + wena 
ulo(v)aee o(})=u 

T 

P- inf 1(¢'(t) + AB)at, 
N(+ 

BERS a 2))° 

Le. B; > 0 only if ¢,(t) = 0. 

Proor: Let Tx = {t € [0,7] : ¢,(t) = 0, Vi € K,¢;(t) > 0, V7 € K°}, where K C Zp. 

By Lemma A.4, infgeamrL* (—¢'(t) + 8) is measurable on Tx. And for ¢ on which 
re 

¢’ is defined and ¢(t) € Tx, by Lemma 4.1, there is a unique 6*(—¢’(t)) such that 

infgcrmnL” (—#'(t) +B)= L* (-¢'(t) + B"(-¢'(t))) 

and, moreover, 6*(—¢'(t)) is a.e. defined and measurable on Tx. 

Define 1*(t) = i Le KeBOO'(- $'(t))xr_(s)ds. Since KEEP (-—$'(t))xrx(s) 

is measurable, 1*(t) is well-defined and absolutely continuous. 

Let p* = o(t) + Anx*(t). Then 6(%*) = ¢, o(*) = 2*. Therefore, 

f L* d © te acthe (-#'(t) + B)dt 

-»> [ LE (—9!(t) + 0"(t))dt 
KcCan 

= > | L(—¢'(t) + An*(t))dt 
KCEn °K 

T 

= [ L(wr'(t))at. 

If 6(y) = ¢, then there exists nondecreasing function u such that 4(t) = ¢(t) + 

Au(t). At t where ¢'(¢) is defined, u;(t) is nonnegative for all i € Z,. Therefore, 
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L(b") < L(p'(t)) ae., Vp € {p|O(H) = G}. It follows that 

T T 

[ serena s [oe @yat, v6 € (10H) = 4}. 

On the other hand, since 6(y*) = ¢, 

T 

f L(p"(t))dt > inf uf L(p'(t))dt. 
0 ¥(6(Y)= 6, o(})=u 

Therefore, 

T 

inf L(¢'(t) + Au'(t))dt 
ule(¥)=3, “tom, ($(t) + Au(é)) 

-[ > inf L(¢'(t) + AB)xrg(t)dt 
KcC&Eyn SER xe 

- [ inf L(¢'(t) + AB)dt. 
BERS Hee 

The desired result is obtained. = 

Therefore, for an absolutely continuous ¢ € Dit +10, T] with ¢(0) = z, 

T 

Jom(d) = f int, L(t) + AB)at 
B( Gl t))* 

Our next goal is to find a closed form expression of the infimum inside the integral. 

Eventually, we will show that the infimum is same as the expression which was found 

in Dupuis [9]. This is the content of Theorem 4.4 below. We will use the same 

notations as Dupuis et. al. used in the same paper. 

DEFINITION, NOTATIONS, AND MISCELLANEOUS NOTIONS:. 
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For a subset S of {1,.....,N} ie. S € {1,.....,N} = Zn, choose any point 

2 s.t.{z: B(x) = S}. Fora € RN, define 

H(S,a) = > (2)(exp((a, »)) ~ 1). 
ve V 

and its Legendre transformation 

L(S, 8) = SUDaeRN|(a, 8) — A(S, a)), BE RN, 

Obviously, if z in the interior of Rid) H(B(z), a) = H(a) which is defined in (3.2). 

We sometimes write H(z,a) for H(B(z), a). 

Next, let 

h(z, a) = VscB(e)H(S, a), 

I(z, B) = SUPgeRN|(, B) — h(z, a)). 

Define H¥(S, ¢) = H¥(S,(B¥)-1€X). 

The main result of this section is in the next theorem. 

Tueorem 4.4. Let K C Zy. Let xze€ RY) with B(x) = K and v be a N dimensional 

vector with v; = 0 for alli € K. Then 

senve Liv + AB) = I(z,v). 

Its proof consists of two parts. In the following two lemmas we prove each part. 

Lemma 4.5. Let K C Zw. For x in the nonnegative orthant of RN(z € Riiy) with 

B(x) = K and v bea N dimensional vector with v; = 0 fori € K. Then 

inf L(v + AB) < U(z,v) 
per™?) 
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Proor: By Lemma 4.2, 

inf L(v+AS8)= inf L*(-v +8) 
B 

Ni Ni peR;.”? eRne? 

We will base our argument on the properties of L*. Since L(v) is a strictly convex and 

continuously differentiable w.r.t. v on R™ and increases to 00 as |v| — 00, LX (—v +f) 

is a strictly convex and continuously differentiable w.r.t. 8 on R% and increases to 

co as |B| — oo. By Lemma 4.1, there is a unique 6* € REM) such that 

inf L*(-v +8) = L*(-v +f"). 
Bern) 

By Lemma A.2, we know that for each: € K, 

OL* OL* 
OB: (—v + B") > 0 and OB: 

By the property of Legendre transformation(see (1.4)), we know that there is a unique 

€X* such that L¥(—v + B*) = (—v + B*, &**) — HX (¢**) and that 

OL* . Ke 
ap; Ut p ) — & 

for each 1 € Zn. Therefore, (4.1) can be rewritten as 

    (—v + B*)- 67 =0. (4.1) 

ef -B; = 0, &F >0. (4.2) 

It follows that 

L(v + AB") = L¥(—v + B") 

= (—v + B*,e**) — HE (E**) 

= (-v, 6°") — HAE) 

Suppose B(8*)N K = Sp. Since B* € RN) by (4.2), we know that K 

Kx 2 0, a € So 

‘ =0, i€ B(B), (4.3) 
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since 6; > 0 fori € B(A*)*. 

Now, we partition H* into two summation terms to see its properties more explic- 

itly. (Recall that Vx = {v(z):2€ K}. In particular, Vz, = {v(i):i=1,--- ,N}.) 

HE(EN*)= SJ) An(exp(((BX)*€**,v))—1) + J) Av(eap(((B¥)*€**, v))—1). 
v€ (V/Vx) vé€ Vx 

For each i € K, ((B*)-1€**, v(i)) = (a*, v(i)) = €**, where BX a* = €**. Thus 

HE(ER*) = S71 d(ewp(((B¥)*€**, v)) — 1) + D> Aey(ewp(EK") — 1). 
v€ (V/Vx) 1¢ K 

(4.3) implies that for i € B(*)°, exp(€**) —1=0. Therefore, 

Do rna(ear(E)-1)= DP Amn (exp(éF*) - 1), 
ieK ie K/B(*)¢ 

and so 

HE (€*) = H*(B(B*)°, €**). 

Therefore, 

L*(—v + B*) = (—v, €8*) — HE(B(B*)*, €**). (4.4) 

For all i ¢ K, &** > 0 and, therefore, exp(¢**) — 1 > 0. It follows that if 

S: C S2 C K, then H*(S,,€**) > H*(S2, ¢**). Therefore, 

H* (é®*) = Vscx H*(S,€*"). 

It follows from (4.4) that 

LE (-v + B") = (—v, a) ~ Vscxk H*(S, é*r). 

From this result, it follows that 
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LK (—v + B*) < super {(—v, 6") — Vscx H"(S,€")}. 

Restating this in the original variable a, we conclude that 

inf L(y + AB) < supe{(v, a) — Vsca(e)H(S, a)} peR’t*) 

=I(z,v). = 

LemMa 4.6. Let K C Zy. Let ze Ri) with B(x) = K and v be a N dimensional 

vector with v; = 0 fori € K. Then 

inf Ly + AB) > (zx, v). 
BERR 

Proor: By definition, 

U(z,v) =supa{(v,a) — VscB(e)H(S, a)}. (4.5) 

Since (v, a) ~Vsca(e)H(S, a) is continuous w.r.t. a and bounded above and decreases 

to —oo as |la|| — oo, there must exist a* and S, C K such that 

SUPa{(Vv,a) — Vsck H(S,a)} = (v, a") — H(So, a"). (4.6) 

Let 

TX = {a € R*|H(S.,a) = Vscx H(S,a)}. 

Then a* € I. Hence, 

(v, a") — H(S,, a") 

=supaerx {(v, a) — H(So,a)}. (4.7) 
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We know that v; = 0 fori € K. This implies that for i € K, changes of a; do not 

affect the term (v, a). 

Now, we want to figure out the shape of the set [*. For a in I*, 

H(So,a) > H(S,a) forall SC K. 

Therefore, for 1 € So, 

H(S.,a) > H(S./{i}, a). 

So, 

H(S,, a) — H(S./{t}, a) = —Axi)(exp(a, v(z)) — 1) > 0. 

It follows that (a, v(z)) < 0 for each t € So. 

Fori € SSN K, 

H(S.,a) > H(S, U {it}, a). 

So, 

H(So, «) — H(So U {i}, a) = Axa) (exp(a, v(z)) — 1) = 0. 

This implies that (a, v(i)) > 0 on I fori€ S¢NK. Therefore, 

IX c {ae R™ : (a, v(i)) <0 for ie S, (a,v(i)) > 0 forie SSN K}. 

On the other hand, for any SC K, 

H(So,a) > H(S,a) 

if and only if 

S> Aa(eapla, v(i)) ~1) < S> Away(explas, v(é)) — 1): 
i€SoNS¢ 1E SENS 

However, for any a with (a, v(z)) < 0 fori € S, and (a,v(i)) > 0 fori € SSN K, the 

above equality holds for all S C K. Therefore, 

{a é€ R™ : (a, v(i)) <0 fori € So, (a, v(i)) >0 forie SEN K} CI. 
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It follows that 

TX = {ae RN : (a, v(i)) <0 fori € So, (a,v(i)) >0 fori e€ SSN K}. 

We know that 

H(S.,a)= > ro(exp(a,v) — 1). 
ve V/Vs, 

By change of variables, we obtain 

H¥(S.,€%)= S$) drn(exp((B¥)**,v) — 1). 
ve V/ Vs, 

Now, we want to show that for any v ¢ Vs, and (B-*¢*,v) is a linear combination 

of ¢*’s with negative coefficient for those 1 € S,. It may be explained as follows; 

Case 1. If v = v(j) for 7 € K/S., ((B*)-*E*,v) = €*. 7 is not in S,. 

Case 2. If v € V/Vz,,, ((B¥)-1E* ,v) = ay for some k € Zn. 

Case 3. If v € Vz,,/Vx, ((B*)-*€* ,v) = a, — €*, where some k € Zw. j ¢ So. 

Therefore, if a, can be expressed as a linear combination of *’s with negative 

coefficients for k € K, then the explanation will be completed. 

So, it suffices to show that for any k € Zn, a, can be expressed as a linear 

combination of &*’s with negative coefficients. Due to the topological structure of 

OCOS system, for a customer to go out of the system starting from the station k , he 

has to pass a fixed sequence of stations, say k,,--- , kn. If at least one of h,,--- , kp 

is in K* and k; is the first one among them, then —ax = (ax, — @) + (Qk, — Ok, ) + 

test (Oe, — Oby_,) — Oe, = EE + ER 4. +e + EF). If none of them are in K*, 

—o, = fF + éf ferret ee, + ek. Therefore, every a, can be expressed as a linear 

combination of &*’s with negative coefficients. Therefore, for 7 € S., as €* increases, 

H*(S,, €*) is nonincreasing. 
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Our hypothesis that v; = 0 for i € K, and the fact that a; = —é* for such i, 

implies that 

supaerk {(v,a) — H(So,a)} 

=supexeck {(v,—€*) — H* (So, €")}, (4.8) 

where 

cK ={e* : ¢® — BFa ae r*} 

={é* € RY: <0 for ie So, E* >0 forie SINK}. 

However, changes of ¢* for i € K do not affect (v,—é*) and H*(5S,,¢*) does not 

increase as €* increases for i € 5p. It follows that | 

supexecx{(—v,é") — H™(S.,€*)} 

=supex eco{(—V, é*) ~ H* (S., €* )}, (4.9) 

where 

ce = {@* e RN. e¥ =0 forie S., €* >0 forie SNK}. 

If €* = 0 for alli € S,, H*(S,,€*) = H*(¢*). Therefore, from (4.5)-(4.9), 

U(z,v) < super eco{(—v, ¢*) — H* (é*)}. 

When f € Rx") and €* €C°, (8,€*) = Diex Bila, v(i)) > 0. Therefore, 

U(x,v) < supexeco{(—v + 8,£*) — H*(E*)}, 

and so 

U(z,v) < supexenn{(~v + 8,6") — H*(€*)} = L¥(-v + 8), 

for all Be REG), It follows that 

I(z,v)< inf L¥(—v + B). 
N per, 
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By Lemma 4.2, 

L¥*(-v + B) 

=SupeK eRN|(—V + B, &*) ~ H*(e*) 

=supgx enn |(—v,—a) + (8,€*) — H((B*)*e* J], 

since vy; = 0 for: € K and ef = —a; forj € K*. 

=supaery|(v,a) + (8, Ba) — H(a)], 

by definition of H*. 

=sUPgcrn|((v, a) + ((BX)"B, a) — H(a)] 

=SUPaeRN|(v, a) + (AB, a) — H(a)], 

since 6; = 0 for i € K* and the i** column of A is equal to that of (B*)?. 

=L(v + AB). 

It follows that 

<1 . Kew) < inf, De + AB). 

We now summarize the results of this section. First, the application of the con- 

traction principle to the Skorohod map leads to the fact that the family of probability 

measures P*, governing the rescaled queue length processes {X*(t)}, obeys the large 

deviation principle with rate function Jjo,.7)(-,-) where 

Jo,r(z, ¢) 

i inf 46 ANU) L(¢’(t) + AB)dt, if dis an absolutely continuous function, 
Bld t))¢ 

its integral is convergent, and ¢(0) =z 

CO, 0.W.. 
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Second, based on Theorem 4.4, we can put the rate function Jjo7(z,¢) into a 

closed form expression. 

TueoreM 4.7. For an absolutely continuous function $(t) € Rit yfor all t on (0, T'] with 

g(0)=zeE Riiy: 

T 

Jor(2, 4) = [ 1(#(t), 4"(t) at, 

when it is convergent. 

Proor: Ifi € B(¢(t)), ${(t) = 0 for almost every t on (0, T'], Theorem 4.4 implies the 

desired result. = 

Finally, the LDP of {P 0 (X‘)~"} is in the following form; 

THEOREM 4.7. 

(1) For each c < ov, the set Useo{¢ : Jjo.r)(z, %) < c} is a compact set in DN (0, T] 

for any compact set O C R®, for all0<T < 00. 

(2) For each closed set F c D*[0,T}, 

lim sup elogP[X°(.) € F'|X“(0) = #] < — inf Jpo,r(z, 4). 
e—0 

(3) For each open set G C D* (0,7), 

lim inf elogP|X*(.) € GIX*(0) = 2] > ~ inf Jo,r(z, @). 
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4.2 A Failure of the Skorohod Problem Approach. 

In this section, we want to show why the OCOS structure is critical for the Sko- 

rohod Problem approach. In fact, in a very simple queueing model with a non-OCOS 

structure, we can show that there is no continuous Skorohod map which transforms 

its potential process into the queue length process. The following is the example. 

The model of interest consists of two stations. In this model, a customer comes in 

to the first station and waits to be serviced. Interarrival times to the system from the 

(system) exterior are independent and exponentially distributed with a positive pa- 

rameter 4,. After being serviced, he moves on to the second station. Service times at 

the first station are independent and exponentially distributed with a positive param- 

eter A,. The service times at the second station are independent and exponentially 

distributed with a positive parameter 43 + 44. After being serviced at the second 

station, the customer decides whether to go out of system or to go back to the first 

station. On average, the probability of leaving the system after being serviced at the 

    

, Lo, A 
second station is and that of going back to the first station is <The 

3 

As + X4 As + 4 

small time increment probability of the queue length process is as follows; 

when v? = (1,0)7, v? = (—1,1)7, v? = (0,—1)7, and v4 = (1, —1)7, 

A;(z)h + o(h), v=v 

1— Sot, Ai(z)h + o(h), v=(0,0)7’ t=1 

P,[X(t +h) — X(t) = v|X(t) = 2] = 

d;, vi #—-1, Vj € B(z) 

0, o.w.. 

However, The counterpart of the potential process has the following conditional 

where \,(z) = ‘ 

probability structure. 

P.[Y(t +h) —~ Y(t) = v[X(t) = X) = P.[Y(t +h) —Y(t) = 0] 

_ J Ach + ofh), v=v 

— L 1- Di Ak + 0(k), v= (0,0)7 
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Suppose there is a Skorohod map @ for this model similar to the one in the case 

of the OCOS structure (ie. 6(Y) has the same distribution as X). Then 6(Y) should 

reflect everywhere on the boundary of Ri 4) It implies that, for a given trajectory 

Y(w) of the potential process Y, if Y(w,t) — Y(w,t~) = v and 0(Y(w))(t~) = x and 

if z; = 0 and the i** element of v, v;, is less than 0, then 6(Y(w))(t) — 6(Y(w))(t7) 

should be equal to 0. 

In order to achieve this reflection on the boundary with z, = 0, we have to have 

two types of reflections. This makes it impossible to find a continuous Skorohod map 

for this model. We show it with examples in the following. 

We choose two specific trajectories y;(-), yo(-) of the potential process and define 

y(t) = ~y;(nt). These two will converge to the same continuous function as n goes 

to infinity. But 6(y{)(¢) and 0(y:)(¢) will converge to two distinct functions. It means 

6 cannot be a continuous mapping. 

0 [0, 1) 
v 1,3 

Let y,(t) = ous 5 5 

= > Xfan—1, 2n41)(t)v4 
n=1 

0, [0, 1) 
V1, (1, 2) 

Vi + v3, (2, 3) 

201 + U3, (3, 4) 

2U; + 23, [4, 5) 

Let y2(t) = 

= S| X[an-1, an)(t)v1 + S> Xion, on+1)(t)v3. 

n=l n=1 

As n goes to oo, yf(t) and y}(t) converge to a function f(t) = Ee |: uniformly. 
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For all n, 6(y2)(t) = | and 

3 

O(¥8)(t) = D> —Xfanaa, an)(rt)os. 
n=1 

As n goes to oo, 

6(y5 )(t) converges to g(t) = | , uniformly on any bounded interval. 

Therefore, can not be a continuous mapping. | 

To push the LDP of the potential process through 6, the continuity of Skorohod 

map is a critical condition. Due to this reason, our approach has not been successful 

in cases of multiple reflections. 
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Appendix 

Lemma A.1. IfS is a closed convex subset of R™ , g(x) is strictly convex and continuous 

on RN, and g(z) — © as ||z|| — 00, then there exist a unique point x* € S such that 

infes 9(z) = 9(z*). 

Proor: Since g(z) — oo as ||z|| -+ 00, g(x) has the greatest lower bound. Then the 

continuity of g and the closedness of S guarantee the existence of an optimal point 

z* € S such that infzes g(x) = g(x"). | 

Suppose that there are two optimal points zj,z}. The strict convexity of g and 

convexity of S implies that there is a point z’ = site in S such that infges g(x) > 

g(x’). This is a contradiction. Therefore, z* is unique. = 

Under the same conditions as Lemma A.1, the Kuhn-Tucker condition (cf. The- 

orem 7.1.3 in Karlin [17]) and Lemma A.1 implies the following lemma. 

LemMa A.2. Let Ri): be the nonnegative orthant of R™. Provided that g(x) has the 

same properties as in Lemma A.1 and is continuously differentiable, theninf,cpw g(x) 
(+) 

is achieved at a unique z* € RN) iff [$<|2°] > 0 and [sxe] -z* =0. 

Lemma A.3. If f(z) is a real valued and convex function and {z: f(x) < oo} = R¥, 

then f(z) is continuous. 

See B.4 in Karlin [13] for a proof. 

Lemma A.4. Let f(z) be a convex continuous function on RN and bounded below. 

Let C be a convex subset of R®. Define g(x) = infcec f(2 +c), for x € RX. Then g 

is convex continuous on R¥. 
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Proor: For any ci, c2 € C and ¢ € (0,1), te: + (1 —t)eo € C and 

g(tz + (1—t)y) < f(tz + (1 — t)y + te, + (1 — t)ce) 

= f(t(z+e1) + (1 —t)(y + c2)) 

< tf(z+e1)+(1—t)f(y + ee) 

Therefore, g(tz + (1 — t)y) < tg(z) + (1 —t)g(y). It follows that g is convex. 

f(z) has a lower bound. Then, obviously, g is bounded below. Moreover, since f 

is finite on R’, g is finite on R%. Therefore, by the Lemma A.3, g is continuous on 

RY. «= 
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LARGE DEVIATION THEORY FOR QUEUEING SYSTEMS 

Young Wook Park 

ABSTRACT 

Consider a Markov jump process , X(t), with a nonnegative state space as a 

model for a queueing system. The motivation of this study is about useful estimates 

of system performance. For example, in a system with finite queues, the probability 

of the system of queues going from an empty state to a state in which the population 

of at least one queue reaches a large number before becoming empty again is one 

and the typical sample trajectory of this event is another. To answer these questions, 

we establish the large deviation principle (LDP) for an appropriate class of queueing 

processes. The model of our concern is the Jackson network which has a tree-type 

topological structure. 

Under carefully designed conditions, the LDP for a time homogeneous Markov 

process has been well established by Wentzel. However, mainly due to the nonneg- 

ativity constraint, the queue length process, X(t), of our model does not satisfy the 

assumed conditions. As a detour, we define the “potential process”, Y(t), which 

allows the negativity in state space in the way that even if a queue is empty, the 

server in the empty queue is working with a same rate as if the queue is not empty. 

Therefore, each Y;(t) can be expressed as the difference of the accumulated number 

of customers who came to station 7 and the accumulated number of services, done in 

station, 1, up to time t. Then the scaled processes, Y*(t) = eY (4), obeys LDP with a



certain rate function, Jjo,7)(z, $), i.e. 

1. 
P(Y*(.) € BJY*(0) = 2] = exp[—~ inf Tor(z,%)], (UTLE) 

for some B C D*(0,T] = { right continuous R’ — valued function which has a left 

limit at every point on [0,7]}. UT LE stands for ‘up to logarithmic equivalence’. 

By defining an appropriate Skorohod problem, we obtain a continuous mapping 

6 from D” to Di,) such that 6(Y )(£) is a version of X(t). Then we “push the 

LDP of potential process through” @ so that LDP of the queue length process can 

be achieved. The procedure of ‘pushing through’ is another principle of the large 

deviation theory. It is called “contraction principle” [3]. The contraction princi- 

ple provides the rate function Jjo,7) of the LDP for the queue length process and 

Jo,r\(¢) = infyioy)=efo,7)(¥). That is, when X* = ¢X(+*), for an appropriate set 

BC Diy, 

PIX*(,) € BIX*(0) = 2] © exp(—= inf, Joan(x,$)]- (UTLE) 

The rate function, Jjo,7), is expressed in a closed form.


